
BEST PRACTICE - 1 

Title – Inculcating Scientific Temper through Science Exhibition 

1. Goals : 1.To inculcate Scientific Temper among the stakeholders of the college and to establish 

proper platform to outreach the activities of the college.  

2. Objectives : The college is one of the lead colleges of the district and having well equipped 

Science departments both at UG as well as PG level. The research activities are also going on in the 

college. The departments such as Chemistry, Botany, Physics, Computer Science, Biotechnology, 

Electronics etc. are renowned Departments. Moreover, library of the college is enriched with recent 

reference books and journals. The campus is also beautiful. Therefore, we believe to introduce our 

college to the students of secondary and higher secondary schools. Therefore, Science Exhibitions 

are organized, annually, in which all science departments contribute. The students and faculty 

members of respective departments have designed, developed and exhibited the different projects, 

modules, live experimentation, posters, equipped laboratories etc. Following are the objectives of 

this best practice.  

 To invite students and teachers of secondary and higher secondary schools (X and XII 

standards) from Sangli and other peripheral villages.  

 To encourage students and teachers of the college to develop and present innovative ideas 

and projects.  

 To expose the students to well equipped laboratories, infrastructure, sports and other 

facilities and support services available on the campus.  

 To introduce the students to the diverse programs and courses available in the college.  

 Counseling of the students to opt for this college for their further higher education.  

3. The context : The college is one of the lead colleges of the district, having various programmes 

and courses and putting relentless efforts to impart quality education to the masses of the area. It is 

also observed that, students admitted to this college are from rural and agricultural background. 

Many of them are first generation learners. They do not really understand the need of higher 

education and quality of the same. Moreover, these students and their parents are also unknown 

with the infrastructural and academic facilities of the college. Science exhibition is an excellent   

platform to reach out to the students. Therefore, a science exhibition is annually arranged in the 

college. All departments participate in this event. Students of this college and visiting students 

acquire recent trends in science and technologies.  



4. The Practice : The college organizes such type of science exhibition every year. Each 

department exhibits their ideas and projects in dedicated section realizing scientific environment in 

the college. Therefore, each department is one exhibiting unit. It also ensures participative 

management wherein various committees are constituted for smooth conduct of program. These 

committees also showcase students representation. The theme of the exhibition covers the following 

broad areas. 

 Chemical experiments and model reactions.  

 Physical experiments and innovative projects. 

 Life science demonstrations and models.  

 Electronic circuits projects and demonstrations.  

 Mathematical models and charts.  

 Food adulteration demos  

 Biotechnology experiments and demonstration.  

 Programming modules and applications  

 Research facilities.  

5. Evidence of success: Every year the Science Exhibition is successfully organized. All 

departments participate in this science exhibition. Students and teachers of secondary schools and 

Junior colleges visit this exhibition. They are inspired and hence most of them prefer to pursue their 

higher education form this college. 

 

  



BEST PRACTICE - 2 
Title of the Practice: “Character Building and Personality Development through 

Lecture Series”. 
 

1. Objectives of the Practice: I) To enhance ideological ability of the students through various 

lectures. II) To make them more physically and mentally empowered. III) To guide the 

students on the burning issues that take place in the society. IV) To counsel the students in 

terms of their careers, health. V) The main objective of this lecture series is to guide the 

students for all round development and make them an ideal citizen. VI) To aware them about  

career opportunities available in different fields. 

2. The Context: The students taking traditional education are moving away from reading and 

writing so with the proper guidance through the lecture series, they can definitely brighten 

their future. The lecture series also helps to develop students’ ideology through lectures in 

various areas like academic, Economic, social, political, science and technology, career 

opportunities in competitive examinations, personality development, arts, sports, literature 

and mental health etc. From this point of view this lecture series is very effective and useful 

for the students. 

3. The Practice: While choosing a topic in the lecture series, the subject is selected in such a 

way that it will be useful to all the students in the arts faculty. Eminent lectures were 

organized for the overall development of the students such as career opportunities after 

graduation, Technic of data collection in social science research, Women’s nutrition and 

fitness, Relevance of yoga and meditation for mental health, Career opportunities in history, 

Population policy : Indian and China, Marathi Vishwakosh Nirmiti Mandalache Bhashik 

Yogdan, Marathi language and social media, Marathi language and career opportunities in 

media, Jain philosophy, New opportunities and challenges in cultural domain, career 

opportunities in psychology etc. 

 Each department organized one / two lectures in 2020-21 academic year for the arts faculty. 

These lectures of eminent and knowledgeable speakers from different fields were arranged to 

enlighten the overall personality development of the student. 

4. Evidence of success: So far the lecture series has been very successful and beneficial to the 

students. The students are enriched with knowledge, confidence, soft skills and employability 

competencies. 

5. Problems encountered and resources required: We could not organize offline lectures due 

to Corona pandemic situation across India. Some students encountered the problem of 

connectivity and Net band width. 



Best Practice – II Lecture series 

Year 2020-21 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Date Name of the 

department 

Name of the speaker Name of the topic 

1 16/07/2021 Sociology Mrs. Leena Ashok Kamble 
Career opportunities after 

graduation. 

2 23/07/2021 Sociology Prof. P. D. Patil 

Technic of data 

collection in social 

science research 

3 25/01/2021 
Physical 

Education 
Dr. Anjum Padyal 

Women’s Nutrition and 

fitness 

4 21/06/2021 
Physical 

Education 
Dr. Deepti Joshi 

Relevance of yoga and 

Meditation for Mental 

Health 

5 25/06/2021 History Mr.Govind Gajendrar Korde 
Career opportunities in 

History. 

6 10/07/2021 Economics Dr. Sandeep KrishnatRaval 
Population policy: India 

and China 

7 27/01/2021 Marathi Dr. Jagat Anand Bhatkar 

Marathi Vishakosh 

Nirmiti Mandalache 

BhashikYogdan 

8 28/01/2021 Marathi Dr. Prakash Dukle 
Marathi Language and 

Social Media 

9 11/07/221 Marathi Prof. Avinash Bhore 

Marathi Language and 

career opportunities in 

media 

10 21/05/2021 Ardhamagadhi Dr. Sarita Kothadia Jain Philosophy 

11 01/07/2021 
IQAC & 

Ardhamagadhi 
Mr. Mahavir Sabannavar 

New Opportunities and 

Challenges in Cultural 

Domain 

12 28/06/2021 
IQAC & 

Psychology 
Mr.Akash Prabhakar Gaikwad 

Career Opportunities in 

Psychology 
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